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Photo by Oddur Thorisson
The Church of Santa Maria Della Pietà, in the Apennines Mountains.

Hemmed in by mountains, the region and its curious traditions have ourished in
isolation, resulting in a simplicity both rustic and re ned.
Pasta al pomodoro is arguably Italian cuisine’s most pedestrian dish. So when I see “pasta with tomato” featured on the menu of
threeMichelinstarred  Reale, the remote monastery turned restaurant in Abruzzo run by chef Niko Romito and his sister
Cristiana, I am deeply skeptical. Here we go again, I think, another classic tricked up and ruined by one more chef trying too hard,
chasing international accolades instead of embracing the real reason we love Italian food: its simple sophistication and ﬁdelity to
heritage. But then the dish arrives without fanfare, a tight chignon of spaghetti in a vivid scarlet sauce. It is a far more elegant
presentation than you would get at mamma’s, yet thankfully not twirled into place with tweezers or deconstructed with a smear of
sauce. Its strands are enveloped in a conﬁt that extracts the purest evocation of tomato. It is a dish that somehow manages to
straddle tradition and innovation while feeling entirely of its place.
“Abruzzo is an enigma,” Romito had observed earlier in Italian as we walked the grassy perimeter of Reale, which he relocated to
the 16thcentury whitewalled monastery in Castel di Sangro from a nearby town in 2011. It’s an assessment you could likewise
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apply to the painfully shy, selftaught chef. At 26, Romito took over the 47year
old family business a year after his father, Antonio, died unexpectedly in 1999,
Abruzzo is an enigma.
reﬁning his craft alone and without the now samey inﬂuence of training at
SHARE THIS QUOTE
Noma/El Bulli. The result is food that is avantgarde not for its emulation of
global ﬁnedining trends but in spite of them—making it one of the most quietly
inﬂuential restaurants on the global scene today (if being the secondhighest new
entry on this year’s admittedly controversial World’s 50 Best Restaurants list is any indication). Grounded in a ﬁerce devotion to
his region and its producers, Romito is not inventing anything startlingly new. Instead, he is bringing attention to Abruzzo’s rich
culinary tradition, and in the process attracting a stream of visitors to this longoverlooked region just two hours east of Rome.



One factor in Abruzzo’s continued obscurity has to be the foreboding and volatile Apennines Mountains, which reach their zenith
of 9,560 feet here, and are intermittently devastated by violent earthquakes (which practically destroyed the region’s only
semipopular destination, the medieval capital of L’Aquila, in 2009). The range bisects the heart of Abruzzo, cutting off the sliver of
Adriatic coast from the more populated west. This is no terrain for borghihopping on Trenitalia, and by car the roads wind
through beech and pine forests of the Parco Nazionale d’Abruzzo, then craggy peaks and desolate valleys where sometimes the
only sign of life is a lone shepherd with his ﬂock. While navigating Italy can often feel like retracing the footsteps of countless
others—that onceobscure Tuscan trattoria has long since adopted an English menu, cellar doors in Piedmont cater to busloads of
visitors, and that seaside spot with the spaghetti tossed with seaurchin roe is booked months in advance—Abruzzo still retains a
mystery and promise of discovery.

Photo by Oddur Thorisson
Chef Niko Romito in the dining room of Reale.

It is immediately clear upon arriving at Reale that the Romitos aren’t concerned with the established rules of ﬁne dining.
Photographer Oddur Thorisson and I are greeted inside Reale’s cozy reception area, done in Italian midcentury modern, by Niko
and Cristiana proffering glasses of bollicine. With them is their mother, visiting from her nearby hometown, who gently chides
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Niko for something or other while fussing over us in Italian as we are shown to our rooms (Reale also has nine tastefully
minimalist guest rooms).
T R E N D I N G N OW

Why the Great Barrier Reef Needs Us More Than Ever

Like the knot of pomodoro, everything I eat in the whitewalled dining room, bare but for two large blackandwhite prints by
photographer Mario Giacomelli, is a discreet riff on Abruzzo’s culinary traditions. Assoluto di cipolle, another pasta dish, translates
as “absolute onion,” but there is no sign of the humble bulb. Instead, it resembles the Italian Sundaylunch staple ravioli in brodo,
only the buttonsize pasta stuffed with tangy local parmigiano is smaller, and the broth, unlike a typical consommé, is the essence of
earthy onion and embellished with ﬁve strands of local saffron. The breast of wild pigeon’s pink meat and crispy, fatty skin is
served with a rich pistachio sauce—the entire sequence seeming to guide you through the monastery’s surrounding woodlands.
Then there’s the bread, served warm and made from hearty local autochthonous grains with a bell of housemade, waxcovered
butter that has the faintest rumor of the barnyard. I only know because I asked. Tellingly, the dishes are not delivered to the table
with a selfcongratulatory soliloquy. Grazie a Dio.
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Photo by Oddur Thorisson
Assoluto di Cipolle at Reale.

Intrigued by the unusually silky goat cheese served at Reale, the next day I ask Romito to steer me toward its maker, Gregorio
Rotolo—a “personaggio,” Romito says with a wry smile. We head toward Scanno, wending through isolated villages wedged
between lakes and mountain slopes. Eventually, we pull up to the ramshackle Azienda Agricola Biologica di Gregorio Rotolo, out
of which the bearded cheesemaker lumbers with a cockeyed red seafarer’s cap and a rollie cigarette dangling from his lips, which
he removes to issue a guttural call down the valley announcing milking time. Sheep careen from the hills, corralled by packs of
gigantic white Maremma sheepdogs, “the wolf dogs of Abruzzo.” Semiwild, aloof, and as regal as a dog in a Renaissance painting,
the creatures might as well be a mascot for Abruzzo itself.
In a rustic building, Rotolo fashions and ages his own formaggi, infusing or coating the forms with wine must or ash, sometimes
studding them with the leaves and berries of endemic plants. His cheeses are coveted by Italy’s best chefs, making them nearly
impossible to ﬁnd elsewhere. “I’m a shepherd, I’ve lived all my life here with the animals in this valley, and I don’t like to leave,”
Rotolo says as he guides us through a tasting of his staples, including a blackrind Scanno cheese massaged with olive oil and ﬂour
and his namesake pecorino Gregoriano. We brieﬂy consider spending the night to experience a true working agriturismo—what the
farm lacks in amenities, it makes up for in boisterous hospitality—but have to press on.
Heading north we make our way into the mountains toward Campo Imperatore (“Emperor’s Field”), an Alpine basin nicknamed
Italy’s Little Tibet. Here, the vista opens up to an immense, empty plateau ringed by bare mountains and, to one side, a solitary
barnlike building. Come lunchtime, scores of patrons start to arrive along the lonely road to this cult dining shed. Originally
designed as a pit stop for hungry hikers and a place for local herdsmen to sell their animals, Ristoro Mucciante, with its
smoldering outdoor grills and picnic tables, is more reminiscent of the gaucho grilling culture of South America than the primo
secondodolce coursing of Italy. We head to the butcher’s counter, where an abundance of meat is on graphic display. I choose
arrosticini, or lamb skewers, from among the goat chops and bistecche, then carry the parcel outside to grill it myself alongside
hungry hikers and daytrippers (all Italian). As the yellowed fat of the pastureraised animals sizzles and I wait for Oddur, I drink
a red Montepulciano d’Abruzzo and nibble from a plate of the local salumi ventricina teramana and salsiccia di fegato. The meat, like the
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cheese, has an intensely grassy ﬂavor, and with the wine and smoke and afternoon sun causing the mountains to shimmer, the
whole thing feels a bit like a dream.
Photo by Oddur Thorisson
Ettore Gentile after harvesting crocus blossoms from his family's plot.

We’ve taken this route so we can stop at another landmark of Abruzzo’s new promise: Sextantio Albergo Di uso in Santo Stefano
di Sessanio. The town’s restoration is the work of eccentric developer Daniele Kihlgren, who purchased half of its medieval
buildings and transformed them into a hotel. With another project down in Matera, Kihlgren is considered a savior of Italy’s
crumbling ghost towns—an irony given that his family’s fortune was made in cement, which has destroyed the character of so
much of the country. But this is no Disney Italia, as you might ﬁnd in Tuscany or Umbria, where whole villages have been
contrived into historythemed resorts with golf courses. Kihlgren is a purist, devoted to sustaining the architecture and lifestyle of
prewar Italy. Each of the town’s 30 accommodations is unique, from multistory houses with impossibly narrow stone stairways to
bedrooms tucked under vaulted ceilings. You won’t ﬁnd cardentry doors here; instead, the creaky wooden slabs open with large
rusted keys, if they lock at all. Most rooms have original smokeblackened walls, and all have roughhewn wood furniture
illuminated by ﬂickering and dripping candles. It all sounds a little Game of Thrones, but the faithful detail, reﬂecting the
preindustrial poverty that forced much of the population to ﬂee north or overseas, never feels kitschy or gimmicky, and modern
ﬂourishes like Philippe Starck bathtubs and kingsize beds with handmade wool blankets deliver just the right amount of luxury.
Even the onsite osteria is an exercise in thoughtful nostalgia and hyperlocality, as I discover when I sit down that night to a simply
made bowl of the lenticchie of Santo Stefano di Sessanio, whose unique, caviarlike legumes were grown in the surrounding ﬁelds.
Of all the endemic ingredients that deﬁne the local cuisine, none is more prized, or surprising, than za erano di Navelli, or saffron of
Navelli—an oddity given that the spice is so often associated with the Atlas Mountains or Afghanistan. Come October, the plots
around Navelli become a patchwork of violet as crocuses push through the black soil. Here, families tend their own ﬁelds in a
consortium that sustains this laborintensive and fragile practice. Visitors need an invitation to see it—fortunately, one of
Kihlgren’s employees has come through. “Meet my father at this address at daybreak,” she told me the evening before. In the cold
of dawn we are collected by a truck, out of which steps not an oldworld farmer but a genial accountant named Ettore Gentile,
whose side hustle is a small plot of saffron. We gingerly pick the ﬂowers for an hour, laying them in a basket, then return home,
where his wife and daughter are having coffee and pastries in their 1970s kitchen while diligently plucking the stigmas from the
blooms. The yield is so small and so sought after by the area restaurants for its rich, warming ﬂavor that the saffron economy
rarely extends beyond the region. The ﬁve of us sit around the dining table, as the family does every morning during the three
week season. “We can’t even count how many generations we’ve been doing this,” says the daughter. “Lavoro dell’amore,” sighs the
mother as she delicately peels away the purple blossoms.
Photo by Oddur Thorisson
The harvested and dried saffron of Navelli.

Having reached the holy grail of gastronomy in Abruzzo, my next mission is to seek its unicorn. In wine circles, “unicorn wines”
refer to those vintages that are so rare they’re nearly impossible to purchase and are pounced on like prized game when they
appear on restaurant wine lists. For a region better known for producing cheap bulk wine, the bottles of the aristocratic and
intensely private Valentini family are notable exceptions—their Trebbiano and Montepulciano d’Abruzzos are luscious wines of
great character that are high on any Italianwine collector’s musthave list. From their castle near Penne, the Valentinis have
created a kind of Wonkafactory mystique around their wines, shunning press, cellardoor visits, and regular distribution
channels. Miraculously, I’ve managed to persuade the family to invite me for a tasting in their drawing room—which, with its Old
Masters and gilded settees, looks like something from a Visconti ﬁlm. Coming from the ﬁelds in muddied boots, Francesco Paolo
and his son, dressed in the aristo country uniform of quilted jackets and jeans, politely pour wines from various vintages. As the
wines begin to open up, so do the men. “This one has taken a while to reveal its character, but it has been worth the wait,” the elder
Valentini says, swilling a maturing Montepulciano and asserting his belief that the region can yield great wine “with the right
amount of respect for the local grapes.” Less elusive local vintners like Emidio Pepe, whose organic wines are proudly poured in
hip naturalwine bars the world over, as well as the Masciarellis, on whose estate we spend the night, produce wines that are
starting to garner similar praise.
It is from these vineyard foothills that I catch my ﬁrst glimpse of the Adriatic. I’d been told that the Abruzzo coastline is a
throwback, and driving along the highway that hugs the shore, I see why. Dotted along the coast are another of the region’s
curiosities, the trabocchi. Described by Italian poet Gabriele D’Annunzio as the “giant spiders of the sea,” these ﬁshing apparatuses
of spindly wood, ropes, and netting jut out along the rocky shore. Designed as an eﬃcient way to cast out for an Adriatic haul, they
fell into disrepair and were mostly dismantled as ﬁshing became industrialized. Then, 20 years ago, Slow Food, the Italian
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organization dedicated to preserving local foodways, fought to save the trabocchi by encouraging ﬁshermen to turn them into
restaurants. Arriving at one of these seaside platforms south of the port city of Pescara, I walk the plank and sit in a rustic dining
room with the water lapping a few feet below my own. The young chef brings a trio of spankingly fresh urchins, whole scampi, and
ﬁsh carpaccio, naked but for a few drops of olive oil and citrus. These are followed by pastas tossed with clams and hunks of
lobster ﬂesh, and a whole baked dorado. There is a sophistication to the meal that belies its rusticity and 40euro price tag. It all
feels like an exquisite metaphor for this region, as it mines the best of the past while making way for the future.
Photo by Oddur Thorisson
Adriatic Scampi at one of the many trabocchi along Abruzzo's coast.

How to See Abruzzo
The Best Time to Go
There’s no wrong time to visit Abruzzo. I picture Santo Stefano di Sessanio looking like a crumbling wedding cake in winter, the
national parks a riot of wild owers in spring, and the mountains a cool summer playground. But fall is your chance to witness the
extraordinary phenomenon of the local saffron harvest.

Getting There and Around
Rent a car in Rome and head east for two hours into the Apennines Mountains. If you don’t want to backtrack, you can just leave
the car in the region’s largest coastal city, Pescara.
Photo by Oddur Thorisson
Marina Cvetić, one of the region's only female winemakers, surveys the Masciarelli Vineyards.

Eating, Sleeping, and Exploring From South to North
Castel di Sangro
Niko Romito’s threeMichelinstarred Reale in southern Abruzzo is redeﬁning the region as one of Italy’s great food destinations.
To score one of the eight tables, you’ll need to book at least two months in advance. Upstairs, the former monastery contains a chic,
nineroom hotel called Casadonna. It’s the perfect base for postprandial repose and exploring the wild woodlands of Abruzzo’s
southern reaches.
Scanno Valley
Seventyﬁve minutes northwest, Azienda Agricola Biologica di Gregorio Rotolo is the rustic farm and agriturismo of one of Italy’s
most unique and respected cheesemakers—a perfect snack or supplies stop.
Campo Imperatore
You’ll hit this Alpine region known as Little Tibet, and the grillyourown spot Ristoro Mucciante, after two hours of scenic, if
vertiginous, driving. If you’re not pressed, the surrounding mountains offer some of the country’s best hiking.
Photo by Oddur Thorisson
A Philippe Starck bathtub at Sextantio Albergo Diffuso.

Sextantio Albergo Diffuso in Santo Stefano di Sessanio
Just south of the mountains, this crumbling hilltop ghost town turned hotel is surely one of the most unique properties anywhere;
book one of its 30 rooms online. You’re also just a half hour north of Navelli, site of the annual fall saffron harvest. When you’re
ready to head southeast, stop for a meal at Sapori di Campagna. This familyrun osteria has the Slow Food seal of approval with a
menu featuring a roll call of classic Abruzzese dishes spiced with local saffron. Be sure to drive by the town of Castelli for majolica
pottery made from the native clay soil. Many houses in town have workshops, but the most spectacular collection is at the Museo
delle Ceramiche.
The Notable Wines of Abruzzo
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East of the mountains and about 20 miles from the sea, Marina Cvetić leads the winemaking operation at Masciarelli Tenute
Agricole, turning out luscious Montepulciano and Trebbiano d’Abruzzos. Her family recently converted the elegant 17thcentury
Castello di Semivicoli, with sweeping views from the Adriatic to the Apennines. Also head over to the agriturismo Emidio Pepe.
This renowned organic winemaker has a cellar door, rooms, and an excellent restaurant amid the vines in northern Abruzzo.
Costa dei Trabocchi
When you hit the coast along the highway south of Pescara, trabocchi—those old ﬁshing platforms remade into simple seafood
restaurants—punctuate the shoreline. Any of them is a good pick, but deﬁnitely try the Adriatic scampi.
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